In engineering and applied mathematics, polynomial systems arise whose solution sets contain components of di erent dimensions and multiplicities. In this article we present algorithms, based on homotopy continuation, that compute much of the geometric information contained in the primary decomposition of the solution set. In particular, ignoring multiplicities, our algorithms lay out the decomposition of the set of solutions into irreducible components, by nding, at each dimension, generic points on each component. As by-products, the computation also determines the degree of each component and an upper bound on its multiplicity. The bound is sharp (i.e., equal to one) for reduced components. The algorithms make essential use of generic projection and interpolation, and can, if desired, describe each irreducible component precisely as the common zeroes of a nite number of polynomials.
Introduction
Given a system of polynomial equations in C N , f(x) := . . . f n (x 1 ; : : : ; x N ) 3 7 5 ; (1) with not all f i equal to the zero polynomial, we seek a description, by numerical means, of its solution set. As a set with all multiplicity information ignored, this is the algebraic variety V(f) := f x 2 C N j f i (x) = 0; for i = 1; : : : ; n g. The closures of the connected components of the set of manifold points of V(f) are the irreducible components of V(f). The irreducible components of V(f) can have dimensions varying from zero (isolated points) up to N ? 1 (hypersurfaces) . The multiplicity of a given component, which precisely generalizes
In addition to nding all of the isolated solutions, our algorithms certify the existence of each higher-dimensional irreducible component by nding one or more generic points on it. The degree of each such component and an upper bound on its multiplicity are also determined. For components having multiplicity equal to one, the computed bound is sharp. Furthermore, a post-processing algorithm describes each component precisely as the set of common zeroes of a nite set of polynomials, whose coe cients have been approximated numerically by interpolation. Accordingly, these form a numerical approximation to the primary decomposition of the radical p I(f) of the ideal I(f) C x 1 ; : : : ; x N ] de ned by the original system of polynomials, plus some of the multiplicity information of the primary decomposition of I(f).
Our principle computational tool is homotopy continuation, which has proven e ective for obtaining a nite set of solutions of a given polynomial system, such that the set contains all isolated roots of the system 1, 2, 28, 30, 32] . Besides providing numerical approximations to the roots of a speci c problem, which can be useful for engineering activities such as mechanism design 33], the number of isolated solutions to a single generic problem conveys information about every member of a suitably parameterized family of systems 31]. This kind of result has, for example, guided developments in theoretical kinematics, where early numerical results were subsequently con rmed by analytical means. Some of the problems solved by this approach are well beyond the current capabilities of algorithms for Gr obner bases or other symbolic reduction methods. An example is the nine-point path-synthesis problem for four-bar linkages, a problem which has total degree 7 8 and which, according to the numerical evidence obtained by homotopy continuation, has 8652 isolated, nonsingular roots in general 44]. Raghavan and Roth 37] give a survey of the situation from the viewpoint of working kinematicians.
The prior success of continuation in nding all isolated solutions encourages us to explore the extension of homotopies to nd higher-dimensional components of solutions. Symbolic methods for computing primary decompositions, which are based on triangular sets 4, 5] or Gr obner bases 15] , have been implemented in several computer algebra systems 19, 26] . See also 23] and 25]. According to Greuel 26] , \all known algorithms for primary decompositions in K x] are quite involved." In comparison, our numerical algorithms, founded soundly on results from algebraic geometry, seem more straightforward, although admittedly, careful attention to numerical issues, such as round-o and ill-conditioning, is necessary to produce a robust algorithm. For some of the examples we discuss in this article, multi-precision arithmetic was needed to arrive at meaningful results.
One product of the numerical primary decomposition is the list of isolated solutions of a system of polynomials, with no requirement that the solutions be nonsingular. Previous algorithms based on homotopy continuation produce lists of solutions that include all isolated solutions, but these algorithms cannot determine whether or not certain types of singular solutions are isolated.
This article builds on previous work in 39, 40] that gave algorithms for nding generic points on all the solution components. However, these algorithms did not determine the number of irreducible components and did not group the generic solution points by component. The algorithms of this article perform these operations to provide the numerical irreducible decomposition.
The organization of this article is as follows. We begin in x1 with a review of the basic concept of primary decomposition and then give a sketch of our algorithms in x2. To better motivate the work, in x3, we describe the application of these algorithms to an illustrative example. Then, x4 gives detailed presentations of the algorithms in terms of pseudocode. A detailed theoretical justi cation for the algorithms, based on results from algebraic geometry reviewed in x5, is given in x6. The e cacy of our preliminary implementation of the algorithms on several test examples is demonstrated in x7, along with a discussion of numerical requirements for tting polynomial equations to numerically sampled points. In a nal section of conclusions, x8, we sum up our results and point to areas where more research is still required.
Background I: Decomposition into Irreducible Components
Before describing our algorithms for nding a numerical decomposition of the solution set of a polynomial system into irreducible components, we rst review the essential concepts. For the sake of exposition, we give, in this section, a self-contained presentation of the basic ideas without getting overly technical. The reader may consult the references for precise statements of the basic results (see 17, 36] for an introductory presentation, and 20] for a full coverage of the algebraic theory with helpful discussions on the underlying geometry).
The theoretical justi cation of our algorithms is given in detail in x6.
The solution of a system of polynomial equations can be regarded from either a geometric or an algebraic point of view. Given a system f of n polynomials on C N , as in (1), the geometric object of interest is the set f ?1 (0) C N of solutions of f(x) = 0. This is often called the variety of f, V(f). On the algebraic side, the object of interest is the ideal I f =< f 1 ; : : : ; f n >, which is the set of all polynomials that are algebraic combinations of the given polynomials. For most applications, especially in engineering, the solution set V(f) is the main item of interest. However, a solution procedure using computer algebra works by manipulating the equations, that is, it works with the ideal I f .
For this discussion, an a ne variety is the solution set in C N of a system of polynomial equations. An irreducible a ne variety V is an a ne variety that cannot be expressed as the union of a nite number of proper subvarieties. This is equivalent to I(V ) := f p 2 C x 1 ; : : : ; x N ] j p(V ) = 0 g (2) being a prime ideal, i.e., if pq 2 I(V ) then either p 2 I(V ) or q 2 I(V ). It is also equivalent to V reg , the subset of manifold points of V , being connected in the complex topology (this is the usual Euclidean topology, see x5.1). A well-known result is that every a ne variety V has a unique decomposition into irreducible varieties as
where m is nite, each V i is irreducible, and V i 6 V j for i 6 = j. Geometrically, the V i are the closures in the complex topology of the distinct connected components of V reg , the set of manifold points of V . This is sometimes called the minimal decomposition or irreducible decomposition of the variety. 
where r is nite, P i is primary, and P i 6 \ j6 =i P j . Unlike in (6) , the primary decomposition is not necessarily unique. The failure of uniqueness occurs if there are two distinct primary ideals P i ; P j in the decomposition with p P i p P j . In this case, the irreducible variety V(P j ) is properly contained in some irreducible component of V(I), and is called an embedded component of I.
The primary decomposition (7), of a polynomial system f contains extra information about the system of polynomials, beyond the decomposition (4). First, we note that because of possible embedded components, r m; that is, the number of primary ideals r in the primary decomposition can be greater that the number of irreducible varieties m. Second, the multiplicity of a component Z ij can be determined from the primary ideal P k with V(P k ) = Z ij . A familiar example is the case of a multiple root in a polynomial of one variable; for example, the variety for the primary ideal < x 2 > is just the point x = 0, but the ideal shows it to have a multiplicity of 2. We often think of it as the point x = 0 counted twice. This is discussed further in x5.
Overview of Algorithms
The terminology reviewed in x1 permits us to make clear the contribution of our algorithms.
Our main goal is to numerically represent the decomposition of the solution set into its irreducible components as in (4) . To this end, our algorithms can provide two levels of output.
In the main processing step, which we call IrreducibleDecomposition, the output is a listing of the irreducible components by dimension and degree, and a set of witness points on each component. It also provides an upper bound on the multiplicity of the component.
For a more complete representation of each component, a post-processing step, called PolynomialsGenerate, generates a set of polynomials that vanish precisely on that component.
We do not nd the complete primary decomposition in the sense of (7): we do not identify the embedded components and the ideals we generate for the irreducible components are not necessarily either primary or prime. However, the multiplicity bounds give partial information about the primary ideals. In fact, IrreducibleDecomposition sharply identi es all components of multiplicity one.
The following paragraphs describe the main idea of each of our algorithms. A detailed description in pseudocode is given in x4 and the theory behind them is given in x6.
IrreducibleDecomposition
Given a polynomial system f as in (1) IrreducibleDecomposition proceeds in two phases: WitnessGenerate nds an unsorted superset of witness points that WitnessClassify subdivides into the witness point subsets W ij . The workings of these sub-algorithms is outlined in the following paragraphs.
WitnessGenerate
This algorithm is the function provided by the prior work in 39, 40] . The fundamental idea is that a generic linear variety L k of dimension k will cut an irreducible variety V of dimension N ? k in a nite set of points, equal in number to the degree of V . The quali er \generic" is key, and is discussed in detail in 39, 40] . Furthermore, in an appropriate homotopy, the endpoints of the solution paths will land on each irreducible component multiple times, depending on the multiplicity and degree of the component. However, some endpoints also land on the positive dimensional intersections of L k with varieties of dimension greater than N ?k. L k will not intersect varieties of dimension less than N ? k.
The algorithm given in 39] is more e cient than the earlier 40], owing to its use of an embedding strategy wherein L k+1 L k as the algorithm ascends sequentially from k = 1 to k = N. (This implies that we nd points on solution sets in descending order of dimension i = N ? k running from i = N ? 1 to i = 0.) The linear variety L k is speci ed as the intersection of N ? k hyperplanes, which we refer to as \slicing planes." The inclusion of L k within L k+1 for each k is accomplished by removing the slicing planes one by one in a series of N homotopies. In practice, the condition of genericity is obtained by using a random number generator to choose the coe cients of the equations that de ne each hyperplane. The result is an algorithm that succeeds with probability 1. Replace each point in C by a line through the point parallel to v to get a 2-dimensional surface S. S contains C, by construction. So if p 2 C, then p 2 S. On the other hand, if p is not on C, it will be in S if and only if there is a point q 2 C such that p ? q is parallel to v. So the set of all possible choices of v to make this happen are parameterized by q 2 C, a 1-dimensional set. But our algorithm chooses v generically (in practice, randomly independent of p) from a 2-dimensional set P 2 , so with probability one, S does not contain p.
Hence, a test of membership in S is a probability-one surrogate for a test of membership in C. The WitnessClassify is implemented using the following list of sub-algorithms, which are necessary for constructing the ltering polynomials.
1. Sample: Given a point w 2 Z, produces additional points on the same irreducible component by continuation. 2. Projection: Projects points along a given projective subspace. 3. Fit: Given a set of projected sample points, nds the best-t polynomial of a speci ed degree. 4. Interpolate: Finds an interpolating hypersurface by sampling, projecting and tting, starting at degree 1 and incrementing until a perfect t is found (subject to numerical accuracy).
A more complete description of WitnessClassify and its sub-algorithms is given in x4.
PolynomialsGenerate
Once the work of WitnessClassify is nished, it is straightforward to the construct a set of polynomials whose set of common zeroes is one of the irreducible components. By Lemma 5.8, it su ces to construct N + 1 hypersurfaces using the Projection and Fit sub-algorithms already implemented within WitnessClassify. These can be determined using the sample points found on each component during classi cation: each hypersurface is determined by choosing a new generic projection. Since generic projection preserves degree, the degrees of hypersurfaces are all the same and equal to the degree already determined for Z ij . The algorithm PolynomialsGenerate generates su ciently many equations to completely identify the solution sets. There are two special cases where fewer than N + 1 hypersurfaces are su cient. First, if the irreducible component is a hypersurface, then one polynomial is su cient. Second, if the irreducible component of dimension i is linear (degree equal to one), then it is the intersection of N ? i hyperplanes.
It would be interesting to have a numerical approach to compute generators for the ideal I(Z ij ) of polynomials vanishing on Z ij . If Z ij is smooth, the N + 1 polynomials constructed above using N + 1 general projections generate I(Z ij ). This is a simple consequence of 1. the general fact that the di erentials of N + 1 polynomials constructed as above using N + 1 general projections span the normal bundle of I(Z ij ) at manifold points of Z ij ; and 2. the general fact that the higher cohomology of coherent algebraic sheaves on a ne varieties vanishes.
Unfortunately, simple examples show that the minimum number of polynomials to generate I(Z ij ) for Z ij with singularities can grow unboundedly as the degree of Z ij increases.
An Illustrative Example
To illustrate our procedure, we will consider the following system: In Fig. 1 we present the ow diagram for our algorithm IrreducibleDecomposition on this illustrative example. The left side of the diagram shows the operation of WitnessGenerate as it descends through successive embeddings to generate the witness point supersets c W i , i = 2; 1; 0, these being of size 2, 14, and 19, respectively. On the right-hand side, the operation of WitnessClassify proceeds as follows. At level 2, the lter is empty and both points pass on to W 2 to be classi ed. Samples found by continuation from the rst point were found to be interpolated by a quadratic surface (the sphere) and the second point was found to also fall on the sphere. Thus, component Z 21 is determined to be a second-degree variety of multiplicity one. The sphere equation is appended to the lter, and the algorithm proceeds to level 1. At level 1, 8 of the points in c W 1 are found to lie on the sphere and are discarded as J 1 . Using the sample and interpolate procedures, the remaining 6 are classi ed as falling on 3 lines and a cubic, each with multiplicity one. A ltering polynomial for each of these is appended to the lter and the algorithm proceeds to level 0. Here, 18 The execution summary of our implementation on this example is described in x7.2.
Algorithms
In this section we give precise statements of our algorithms using pseudocode. and WitnessClassify applied sequentially. (It is also possible to interleave these two to complete the computation dimension-by-dimension, as can be seen from the example owchart in Fig. 1 .) PolynomialsGenerate is a post-processing step to generate equations for the components after they have been identi ed by IrreducibleDecomposition.
We lay out the algorithms in this section and then give the theoretical justi cation in the sequel.
Squaring Polynomial Systems
Our numerical algorithms for tracking homotopy paths currently require that the number of equations n and the number of unknowns N be equal. Yet, as indicated in (1), we wish to treat general problems in which this is not necessarily the case. In the algorithm below we apply the embedding of 39] to a \square" polynomial system, derived from the given system as follows. All constants a ij in Algorithm 4.1 are randomly generated complex numbers.
For an underdetermined system, i.e., the case n < N, the system is made square by appending N ? n zero equations.
For an overdetermined system, i.e., the case n > N, we introduce n?N auxiliary variables x N+1 ; : : : ; x n . Solutions of the square system g in which all the auxiliary variables vanish are also solutions to the original system f. All other solutions of g are spurious. Hence, the solution sets of f are extracted from those found for the system g by discarding such spurious sets and then dropping the auxiliary variables from the remaining solutions. These operations are done in procedure UnSquare. A further improvement is to use a system G obtained from f by appending N ?n random linear equations, and then post-process the level zero witness points of G using the system F obtained by replacing one of the random linear equations of G with the zero equation.
Main Procedure: Irreducible Decomposition
Our \probability one" algorithm proceeds as follows. 
we would wish to achieve exact equality, but in practice both the witness points w and the coe cients of the ltering polynomials p are subject to numerical error, so the tests must include some tolerance. The same remark applies in algorithm Interpolate below. The issue of setting numerical tolerances is discussed further in x7. 
deleted will have fewer rows than columns, and the \direction of the projection" mentioned in x2 is just the linear subspace of projective space obtained by intersecting the closure of the null space of this truncated matrix with the hyperplane P N n C N of P N at in nity. In the terminology used by algebraic geometers and appearing in x6, this intersection is the center of the projection.
Algorithm Interpolate nds a ltering polynomial by tting a polynomial to the projection of a set of sample points. Letting q denote the de ning equation in projected coordinates, which is unique up to nonconstant multiple, then the polynomial in the original coordinates is p(x) = q( (A; x)). In our computer code, we do not expand this to express p directly as a polynomial in x, but rather we keep it in the composite form. Algorithm 4. There is one important missing link in our description of the Sample algorithm. If the component to be sampled has multiplicity one, then the sample points will, after slicing, be nonsingular, and sampling comes down to standard path tracking. However, if the multiplicity is higher, the slicing still cuts out a unique point, but the point will be multiple, and hence, singular. Consequently, a more sophisticated path tracker will be necessary. One possibility is to use the secant method combined with a modi ed Newton corrector, see e.g. 42].
Post-processing: Generation of Equations
Once the work of IrreducibleDecomposition is nished, it is a simple matter to construct equations for each irreducible component. As justi ed in Lemma 5.8, we need only to interpolate the component with N + 1 generically projected hypersurfaces. A by-product of IrreducibleDecomposition is set S ij of sample points on each irreducible component Z ij , which is large enough to uniquely determine a hypersurface once a projection has been xed. Also, IrreducibleDecomposition has already found one such polynomial for each component for use in the ltering process. Thus, procedure PolynomialsGenerate is easily built from existing functions: the projection function and the tting routine Fit, as follows. 
The Complex Topology, the Zariski Topology, and Constructible Sets
Unless we say otherwise, closures will be in the complex topology, i.e., in the topology induced on a subset of complex Euclidean space (or projective space) by the underlying manifold topology of complex Euclidean space (or projective space). The key fact connecting the complex topology and the Zariski topology, is that, given a subvariety X of a variety Y , the closure X of X in Y is a subvariety of Y , and X is Zariski open and dense in X, i.e., X n X is a proper subvariety of X not containing any nonempty Zariski open set of X. Usually, we use this fact when X is a variety in C N P N and we close up X in P N . Mumford 36, Chap. 1.10] is a good place to learn about these results. For historical reasons, connected to the many di erent approaches to algebraic geometry, and the progressively more general developments of the subject, the names and de nitions of the most basic words like varieties and quasiprojective varieties di er from place to place. In some places what we call varieties would be called reduced quasiprojective varieties. Also, though we use variety in a standard way, it is used, in a few references, to refer to what we call an irreducible variety. So the reader needs always to check the basic vocabulary being used. The dimension of a variety is the complex dimension of the regular points, i.e., manifold points, of the variety.
Often we have an irreducible variety X and we need to know that a given property holds for a Zariski open and dense set U X. Knowing this will let us know that, with probability one, the property holds for a generic point of X: for a discussion of generic points and related matters see 39, 40] . Often, it is easier to work with an irreducible variety Y that maps onto a dense set of X, e.g., in the discussion of projections in the subsection x5.2, it is convenient to study a general projection as a succession of projections with one dimensional kernels. In such a situation we nd a dense Zariski open set of Y with the property we want, and then need to produce a dense Zariski open set of X. Though 
Projections and Generic Projections
\Generic" projections have many very useful properties. They have been used since classical times to reduce questions about general varieties to questions about hypersurfaces. They have also been used to produce equations vanishing on a given variety, e.g., 34 ] for details on this; and also to discover and prove results about the projective invariants of varieties, e.g., 6]. Many of these results hold in some form even for di erentiable, not necessarily algebraic manifolds, and can be used to build fast probability one algorithms in such situations, e.g., see, 3] for such an algorithm. In this subsection, we give proofs for the facts we need in this article, but for which, we know no easily accessible reference.
An algebraic map f : Y ! X, between algebraic varieties Y and X, is said to be proper if given any compact subset K X, f ?1 (K) is compact. It is an easy check that a proper map is closed. A key fact about proper mappings is the so called \proper mapping theorem", which states that the image of a closed subvariety under a proper map is a closed variety. to the x 1 axis has image the complement of the origin, and is therefore not proper. It is a part of the Noether Normalization Lemma 20] , that if is general, then X is in fact proper. We give an easy direct argument for this, because it is useful to have an explicit understanding of what genericity is needed to obtain this property. Proof. For simplicity of exposition, we show this with m = N ? 1 k. We can assume without loss of generality that X is irreducible. Let X denote the closure of X in P N in the complex topology. Note that X is a k-dimensional subvariety of P N , and that X is a Zariski open set of X. As noted above projections of C N to C N?1 are the restrictions to C N of the projections P N ! P N?1 of the projections x from points x on the hyperplane at in nity, H := P N n C N .
Note that xjX is proper if x 6 2 X ? X. Indeed, given a compact set K Let X denote the closure of X in P N in the complex topology. X is a k-dimensional subvariety of P N , and X is a Zariski open set of X. As noted above projections of C N to C N?1 are the restrictions to C N of the projections P N ! P N?1 of the projections x from points x on the hyperplane at in nity, H := P N n C N . Let denote the diagonal of X X. Note that we have an algebraic map : X X n ! H, obtained by sending (x; y) to the intersection of H with the unique projective line through x and y.
If none of the projections x with x 6 2 H \X are generically one-to-one, then we conclude that the ber of over each point of H n(X nX), is at least k-dimensional. Thus we conclude that 2k = dim X X = dim X X n k + dim (X X n ) k + dim ? H n (X n X) (15) = k + N ? 1; i.e., that k N ? 1. Since we are assuming that k < N ? 1, we see that the generic ber dimension of the map : X X ! H is less than k, in which case there is a Zariski open subset of H n (X n X) with projections that are generically one-to-one.
The fact that the degree of X is the same as the degree of (X) is seen as follows. Note that since deg X = deg X, deg (X) = deg (X), and (X) = (X), it su ces to prove the result for a generically one-to-one projection in projective space. Let V denote the proper subvariety of (X) equal to the union of the singular points of (X) and the image under of the rami cation locus of . A generic linear L := P m?k meets (X) transversely in deg (X) points contained in (X) n V . By construction, the (N ? k)-dimensional linear space ?1 (L) meets X transversely in deg X points contained in the regular points of X. 2
We need some more re ned statements that guarantee we can separate points by using di erent projections.
Lemma 5.6 Let X be a closed subvariety of C N , all of whose irreducible components are of dimension k. Fix a nite set S C N . For a general linear projection : C N ! C m with m k + 1, (x) = (y) for x 2 S and y 2 X S implies that x = y.
Proof. As in Lemma 5.5, we can assume by induction that m = N ? 1. Let H := P N?1 denote the hyperplane at in nity in P N . Let y be a point of S. If y 6 2 X consider the map y : X ! H given by sending x 2 X to the point y (x) equal to the intersection of H with the line spanned by x and y. If y 2 X, let y : X n fyg ! H be the analogous map. The union T of the closures of the images of these maps as y runs over the set S is at most dim X. Since dim X = k N ? 2 < dim H, we conclude that the projection corresponding to a general point of H n T has the desired properties. 2
The following simple Lemma is useful, see 35, page 7].
Lemma 5.7 Let A C N be a reduced a ne subvariety all of whose irreducible components are of dimension N ? 1. Then, there is a polynomial q in C N whose zero set is exactly A.
Given a reduced variety X, the following classical lemma will let us construct polynomials whose set of common zeroes is exactly the underlying set of X. N?1 (x) ) minus X is of dimension at most N ? 2. This step can be repeated, in an obvious induction, to give the conclusion of the lemma. 2
We leave the proof of the next statement to the reader. Details can be found in 34].
Lemma 5.9 Let X be a closed subvariety of C N , all of whose irreducible components are of dimension k. Fix a point x 2 X reg . For a general linear projection : C N ! C m with m k + 1, gives a isomorphism of a Zariski open set U X containing x with (U).
Multiplicities
We take a pedestrian view of multiplicities in this section, and refer the reader to Fulton 24] for a thorough description.
If we have a system f of n polynomial equations f 1 ; : : : ; f n 2 C x 1 ; : : : ; x N ] and x is an isolated zero of the system, then the multiplicity of x is mult(f; x ) := dim C O C N jx = << f 1 ; : : : ; f n >>; (16) where 1. O C N jx denotes the ring of convergent power series at x 2 C N , or equivalently, the ring of germs of holomorphic functions at x 2 C N ; and 2. << f 1 ; : : : ; f n >> denotes the ideal generated by the f i in O C N jx .
The following is a simple observation.
Lemma 5.10 Given a system f of n polynomial equation f 1 ; : : : ; f n 2 C x 1 ; : : : ; x N ] and an isolated zero x of the system, and a matrix (17) such that the system g of polynomial equations g 1 := 11 f 1 + + 1n f n ; : : : ; g N := N1 f 1 + + Nn f n also has x as an isolated zero, it follows that mult(f; x ) mult(g; x ).
Proof. Simply note that << g 1 ; : : : ; g N >> << f 1 ; : : : ; f n >>. 2
In the procedures of 39, 40], a polynomial system is replaced with a new system made out of linear combinations of the equations of the systems in such a way that an isolated solution x of the original system is still isolated in the new system. The above lemma shows that the multiplicity of the isolated solution of the new system is at least as great as the isolated solutions of the original system. This is discussed brie y in 40] with an example showing that the multiplicity can increase.
Let W be a k-dimensional irreducible component of the a ne variety V(f) of a system f of polynomial equations f 1 ; : : : ; f n 2 C x 1 ; : : : ; x N ]. Rather than give the de nition of mult(f; W), the multiplicity of W with respect to the system f, we note that it follows from 24, Chap. 10] that given a generic point w 2 W, and k linear equations, L 1 ; : : : ; L k which de ne a linear C N?k passing through w and transverse to W at w, then mult(f; W) = mult(f; L 1 ; : : : ; L k ; w). Thus, in particular, given generic linear equations L 1 ; : : : ; L k , mult(f; L 1 ; : : : ; L k ; w) is the same value for all the points f w 2 W j L i (w) = 0 for all i g.
In the procedures of 39, 40] , to study a dimension k component W of the zero set of a given system f consisting of equations f 1 ; : : : ; f n on C N , f is replaced with a new system g of polynomials g 1 ; : : : ; g N?k of random linear combinations of the f i . Then the system g is augmented with k general linear equations L 1 ; : : : ; L k . The combination of Lemma 5.10 and the last paragraph, guarantee that 1. mult(f; W) mult(g; W); and 2. mult(g; W) = mult(g; L 1 ; : : : ; L k ; w) for any solution w 2 W of all the L i .
The importance of this is that, in the homotopy continuation process to solve the system g; L 1 ; : : : ; L k , the quantity mult(g; L 1 ; : : : ; L k ; w) is the number of paths that end up at w.
Thus, a bound for mult(f; W) is computed as a byproduct of our computations. Since the bound is the same for all the generic points of W that we compute, we use it as a check on our breakup of the witness points into the subsets corresponding to given components. Z ij (18) denote the decomposition of V(f) into irreducible components with dim Z ij = i. As If dim Z = k, then J k is empty. If we move the linear space de ning a generic point x of some Z ij , we can trace out by continuation as large a nite set S ij as we want of points of the same component Z ij , which can also be assumed generic. Take a generic projection : C N ! C k+1 . By the generic projection theorems of x5, we can assume that is We have not implemented this improvement in this article, because it leads quickly to many numerical questions connected with least squares and the inductive construction of the interpolation polynomials p ij . These important questions would obscure the main lines of this article, and so are being dealt with in a sequel on e cient numerical implementation.
Computational Experiments
In this section we rst comment on the numerical aspects of constructing the interpolating polynomials and then discuss several numerical experiments using the new algorithm. Some problems require the use of multi-precision arithmetic, especially when dealing with curves of high degree, as is the case of the last two test examples. x an n and jaj = a 1 + a 2 + + a n : (19) In this dense representation, the number of monomials m of degree d in n variables is:
Numerics of Fitting
To determine the coe cients c a we need at least m ? 1 In our implementation we solve the linear system directly from the interpolation conditions. This can be done by least squares using QR decomposition of the matrix Y. The accuracy of the t depends on two factors: the accuracy of the sample points x i and the conditioning of the matrix Y. To improve the conditioning of Y, it is generally helpful to disperse the sample points widely. Points close together will lead to rows of Y that are nearly equal. The phenomenon is also clear from considering the problem of tting a line through two points in the plane. For a given level of absolute accuracy in the points, the error in the slope of the line diminishes proportionately to the distance between the points. For the nonlinear case, the numerical issues are thornier, because for higher degrees, the entries in Y tend to blow up (or vanish) when the magnitude of the sample points is large (or small).
To get a sense of the problem we conducted the following numerical experiment. We wish to reconstruct the polynomial f(x; y) = 1 + Table 1 : The precision for these experiments is 10 ?32 . Column \rcond" is the estimate for the inverse of the condition number of the linear system. Column \error" is the largest imaginary part in the coe cients c a .
Test Problems
The algorithms have been implemented as an extra driver to PHC 41] . Reported timings concern a Pentium II 400 Mhz running Linux. No specialized methods were implemented to speed up the computations in WitnessGenerate. In particular, the multi-precision arithmetic, that was needed in WitnessClassify to re ne the witness points and construct the interpolating polynomials, is done at a very elementary level. The rst two examples were done with standard machine arithmetic, but the nal two systems required multi-precision facilities.
Except for the illustrative example, we started WitnessGenerate at the level that corresponds with the known top dimension of the solution set of the systems, because doing otherwise would be computationally too expensive. Table 2 collects all the numbers of the ow diagram in Fig. 1 . The computations started at level 2 and went down to level 0. The number of paths (#x(t)) breaks up into three categories: nonsolutions (counted by #ns), solutions that are candidate witness points (# c W), and spurious solutions at in nity (#1). Note that we did not record the number of paths traced by the polyhedral homotopies to construct the start systems. The timings however include also the computation work for this stage.
The illustrative example
The second half of Table 2 | 19  1  2s 720ms 13 0 1 2 2 1  0ms  total 197 58 35 104 2m 9s 210ms 23 3 2 3 3 1 10s 820ms  Table 2 : Execution summary for the illustrative example. The components are: one 2-dimensional component of degree two, four curves (three linear and one cubic), and one isolated point.
Butcher's problem
This problem arose in the construction of Runge Kutta formulas, see 16] and 13]. There are two versions of this problem, one with seven and another with eight equations. The computations are summarized in the Table 3 and Table 4 . Table 3 : Execution summary for the seven variable version of Butcher's problem. There are three linear 3-dimensional components, two linear 2-dimensional components, and four isolated points.
In both examples, standard oating-point arithmetic su ced to classify the components.
We see that with low degree components, this classi cation is swift compared to WitnessGenerate.
The cyclic n-roots problems
One of the most notorious benchmark problems in polynomial system solving is the so-called cyclic n-roots problem, see 8], 9], 10], 11], 12], 18], and 22]. By a trick of J. Canny, described in 21], we can reduce the dimension of the cyclic n-roots problem by one.
We are interested in the dimensions n = 4; 8, and 9, because those systems have components of solutions. J. Backelin 7] proved that if n has a quadratic divisor, then there are in nitely many solutions. For prime dimensions, R. Fr oberg conjectured and U. Haagerup proved in 27] that the number of roots is always nite, and equals Table 4 : Execution summary for the eight variable version of Butcher's problem. Three linear components of dimension three were found, followed by two lines and 16 isolated points.
in Table 5 . Although the lines can be distinguished without multi-precision arithmetic, the breakup of the remainder of the whole 1-dimensional component into two curves of degree eight is impossible to do with standard oating-point double-precision arithmetic. Table 5 : Execution summary for the reduced cyclic 8-roots problem. The interpolation was done with 32 decimal places. Two lines and two curves of degree eight were found. Solutions with zero components are spurious for this application, and counted as on \toric" in nity, listed under #1.
No multi-precision arithmetic was needed to treat the next problem. The 2-dimensional component of the reduced cyclic 9-roots problem breaks up in two linear components. The execution summary is in Table 6 .
For n = 10, there are no components of solutions. Cyclic 10-roots has 34940 isolated solutions, so for homotopy continuation this problem is much easier to do than cyclic 8-roots or cyclic 9-roots.
A 7-bar mechanism
This problem tests a known result from the kinematics of planar linkages. Suppose we are given a collection of seven rigid planar pieces: one quadrilateral, two triangles, and four line segments with vertices labeled as shown at the left of Fig. 2 .
We are told to assemble the pieces so as to align A with A 0 , B with B 0 , etc. It is not permitted to ip the pieces over, but they can be translated and rotated in any fashion within the plane. One such assembly is shown at the right of Fig. 2 . The problem is to nd all possible assemblies. It is simplest to hold one of the links, say the quadrilateral, in a xed location and determine the locations of the remaining links. W #1  cpu time  2 2 0 cpu time  2  4044 3762  2 280 6h 37m 1s 540ms 1 1 0 1s 990ms  1  3762 2789  6 967  39m 52s 190ms 3 3 0  136ms  0  2789 | 730 2059 1h 4m 20s 890ms 0 0 730  0ms  total 10595 6551 738 3306 8h 21m 14s 620ms 4 4 730 2s 126ms  Table 6 : Execution summary for the reduced cyclic 9-roots problem. The 2-dimensional component of degree two breaks up into two linear pieces. Standard oating-point arithmetic su ced. Solutions with zero components are spurious for this application, and counted as on \toric" in nity, listed under #1. The list of 730 isolated solutions contains 650 regular and 20 quadruple solutions. It is a well-known result from kinematics that if`is the number of links and v is the number of vertex pairs to be aligned, then for links of general shape, the dimensionality of the solution set is M = 3(`? 1) ? 2v. (Kinematicians call M the mobility.) In the case at hand, we have`= 7 and v = 9, so M = 0; that is, we expect only isolated solutions. Using the formulation in 43] for problems of this type, the problem can be formulated as a system of polynomial equations: j^ j = 1; j = 1; : : : ; 6 (22) ?a 0 + a 1 1 + a 2 2 ? a 3 For generic parameters, this problem has 18 distinct solutions in complex space. For the dimensions shown at the left of Fig. 2 , eight of these are \real" solutions having j i j = 1.
For certain special linkages, the generic mobility M is exceeded, and this can happen for the seven-bar problem at hand. Note that if vertices G and G 0 are not constrained to be aligned, then quadrilaterals ABFE and CDIH can deform independently. The paths traced out by G and G 0 are called four-bar coupler curves. A classic result due to Roberts 38] states that every four-bar curve is triply generated; that is, for every four-bar linkage, there are two other four-bars which generate the same coupler curve. Such four-bar triples are said to be \cognates." If the two four-bars hidden inside our seven-bar linkage are cognates, then the assembly problem will have a 1-dimensional component.
Roberts' proof of the existence of cognates is nonconstructive, but the exact conditions have subsequently been determined 14]. We have constructed a particular test example as follows. The result is the linkage as shown at the left of Fig. 3 , having a solution curve of sixth degree. The linkage also has isolated solutions, such as the one shown at the right of Fig. 3 .
There are two such isolated solutions associated with each double point of the four-bar coupler curve, of which there are three, for a total of six isolated roots.
The summary for using the algorithms of this article to compute a numerical irreducible decomposition for this problem is in Table 7 . Here multi-precision was used to compute the interpolating polynomial correct up to 23 decimal places accurately. Standard oating-point arithmetic is su cient here to verify there is only one component of degree six, but we need the additional accuracy of the interpolating polynomial when we want to use the polynomial as a lter to classify the end points of the solution paths.
For generic choices of the parameters, there are 18 isolated solutions. For a generic test problem, PHC nds the 18 solutions in only 13s 240ms.
Conclusions
We have given algorithms for nding a numerical primary decomposition of the solution set of a polynomial system into irreducible components. The algorithm is general and is thoroughly Table 7 : Execution summary for 7-bar mechanism. The interpolation was done with 40 decimal places. A curve of degree six and six isolated points are found. justi ed on results from algebraic geometry. The results obtained on all of the test problems are very encouraging and agree with known results.
The eld of numerical algebraic geometry, in which this algorithm falls, is in its infancy, and there is much work yet to be done. To this point, we have concentrated mainly on the geometric aspects of the algorithms, but it is clear that the numerical analysis of the methods deserves further attention. In particular, as the degree of a solution component increases, the numerical conditioning is seen to worsen. Hence, methods to surmount this problem require multi-precision to adapt the accuracy to the problem. In a related vein, the algorithm must at several points decide when a polynomial function evaluates to zero, so a good method is needed to set the tolerances for such tests, preferably one based on a sound model of the numerical processes used. Another missing piece is a method for tracking the singular paths that will occur when the algorithm must sample a higher-dimensional solution set that has multiplicity greater than one. Finally, the current slicing method used in WitnessGenerate creates spurious homotopy paths leading to in nity. A formulation, that avoids or at least mitigates this phenomenon, would be very helpful for treating large problems.
